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The Child Clinician's Report-Writing
Handbook (Clinician's Toolbox)

This immensely practical book provides child clinicians with essential information and guidance for
conducting evaluations and writing virtually any kind of clinical report. An accessible one-stop
reference, it helps the reader collect pertinent information from children, parents, and teachers;
organize evaluation results into a high-quality report; choose just the right wording, terms, and
phrases to express findings and describe tests used; and develop appropriate treatment plans.
Special features include interview questions, developmental milestones, sample reports and report
formats, treatment planning tips for particular disorders, and lists of commonly used medications
and abbreviations. The book also contains reproducible consent forms, questionnaires, and other
ready-to-use tools, all in a convenient large-size format.
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This has been a long-awaited book for educational psychology students and educational
psychologist. It is practical and the guidelines and examples make report writing a pleasure.

I work in the ABA field and this helped further my report writing skills and opened up new ideas and
way of thinking when writing. It really does help you write more like a "Professional". If you want to

further improve your writing skills, this book is for you.

This is a must have reference book. If you are new at writing reports, this book will give many
brilliant ideas as to how to go about it. On the other hand, if you have been writing reports for a long
time and may feel tired of the same, you will find that this book is full of ideas, terms, and different
ways of saying what you want to say. I really loved it! It was everything I was expecting.

I'm not sure why this is titled the CC's Report-Writing Handbook, when it helps with so much more
than just report-writing. It's a GREAT tool for clinicians because it offers wonderful writing
suggestions (e.g. descriptions of appearance, personality, engagement) along with quick-review
summaries of the DSM codes and psychoeducational assessments, plus more. I am so glad my
advisor lent this book to me - I had to get my own copy!

This book has wonderful templates for structuring a psychological evaluation or assessment report.
It will save you a lot of time, and will help you use client-friendly language.highly recommended

I am so glad I purchased this book since it is such a useful handbook which provides both
exhaustive coverage of ares for clinical inquiry and really neat forms which can be used in clinical
setting. I would recommend this book especially to students about to start their clinical internship.
For what you are getting, I would say this book comes with a very reasonable price.
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